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Smooth Functions on Banach Spaces 
This paper discusses the smoothness properties of partitions of unity \\hich 
are ovailahle for an>- real sepnrahle Banach space B which IS the support space 
for a mean zero Gaussian measure ~1. Elements of the partition of unity are 
infinitely differentiable in the directions in which /L translates to an equivalent 
measure. The set of such directions forms n Hilbert subspace H of B, and the 
derivatives of the partition functions are shown to take values in the n-fold 
symmetric ten.sor product of H. 
\\‘e discuss the esistence of “C’-” partitions of unity for infinite dimensional 
Banach spaces which are adequate for the study of differential equations and 
which ma\. be estended to any paracompact manifold modeled on a real 
separable Banach space B. 
The functions which form the basic building blocks for the partitions of 
unity were first defined by Gross [6] to study potential theory on Hilbert 
spaces. Goodman [4] employed these functions to construct partitions of 
unity and Elson [3] used them to develop an infinite dimensional distribution 
theor\,. The “derivatives” of these functions are multilinear operators on an 
underlying Hilbert space H. It is known [6] that the second order derivatives 
are Hilbert-Schmidt, and smooth as maps from the Banach space B to the 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H. In this paper we establish the smoothness 
and nature of the summability of all higher order derivatives. In particular, 
the nth order derivatives will be shown to be elements of the n-fold s!-mmetric 
tensor product of H. 
Let B denote a real separable Banach space. In general. we cannot assert 
the esistence even of a once continuously Frechet differentiable (cl) partition 
of unity on B. The esistence of a Cl partition of unity is well known to be 
equivalent to the existence of a nontrivial C’ function with bounded support 
on B. Bonic and Frampton [I] have proved the following. If B contains a 
subspace equivalent to P, if S is a connected bounded open set in B, if f is 
real-valued and continuous on ‘Z-f S. and if f is differentiable in .S, then 
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j(‘c-/ S) c Kij(2S). (WI 1s c osure, I 3 is boundary.) Thus such B’S have no C’ 
partitions of unity.The spaces I’,L’(O, l), C(0, I) and C,(O, 1) (i.e., continuous 
functions on (0, 1) which vanish at the origin) are in the latter category. On the 
other hand, for any Banach space which possesses an equivalent norm which 
is Cl away from the origin it is trivial to construct a C’ function with bounded 
support. Restrepo [I31 has shown that a separable Banach space has an 
equkalent Cl norm if and only if B* is separable. 
The preceding discussion encourages us UJ weaken the requirement of 
FrCchet differentiability. Our point of view will he to construct partitions of 
unity which will be natural for the study of elliptic and parabolic equations 
on B. Thus \ve begin by equipping B with an integration theon’. For an 
infinite dimensional B, or even for an infinite dimensional Hilhert space, there 
is no reasonable means of estending the finite dimensional Lebesgue measure 
to a Bore1 measure. In fact, there is no translation inwriant measure which 
assigns finite nonzero measure to nonempty closed halls. There are, however. 
Gaussian measures available which have proved \*ery useful in the study of 
elliptic and pambolic differential equations [6, 10-121. 
A Bore1 probability measure p on B is defined to be Gaussian (of mean 0) 
if. for each continuous linear functional T on B, T(r) has a Gaussian mean 
zero distribution. Ii’e will assume that open sets have positive measure so 
that the support of p is B itself. Kuelbs [7] h. as shown that there exists a 
unique dense Hilbertable s&space H, 12 B such that h E H0 if and only if the 
h-translate of TV is equivalent to/i (i.e., for each Bore1 set r C B, p(r) = 0 ‘=- 
/*(I’ + /I) = 0). There is an inner product (., .) such that if H denotes the 
Hilbert space (Ho, (., a)), then the natural map from B* to random variables 
on (B, p) estends to H” in such a way that the extension maps an element AC 
of H” to a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance (/I*. IF). 
\\‘e can and will identify H* with H via the Riesz representation. This map- 
ping thus yields a representative of the canonical isonormal distribution 
defined on H. To put it another way, (H, B) forms an abstract \\‘iener space 
in the sense of Gross [5]. The measure p can be identified with the \\‘irner 
measure p, of variance parameter I generated II!- the isonormal distribution 
on H (see [2]). 
\\‘e have seen that once B is equipped with a Gaussian measure there is a 
distinguished dense set of directions of B which forms a Hilbert subspace H. 
A function f defined on an open subset P of B and taking values in some 
Banach space Ir will be called H-C’ if 
(i) For each x EP’,fis H-differentiable at s. That is, the map g(h) - 
f(s + /I), which is defined on an open neighborhood of the origin of H, is 
FrCchet differentiable at the origin. f’(x) is defined to be g’(O), and is a con- 
tinuous linear map of H to II’(is in Y(H, IF)). 
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(ii) f is continuous from C to II*. 
(iii) The map s +)“(s) from C: to Y(H, If-) is continuous. 
Note that condition (i) alone does not require that f be continuous at x. 
So the H-C’ conditions require pointwise differentiability in the directions 
of H, with the function and deri\-ative values knit together so as tcJ be COII- 
tinuous over ( j is called H-C' if .f and f’ are H-P. where f’ is viewed as 
taking \-alues in Y'(H, II’). H-Cl< and H-C' are defined inductiveI!-. 
Goodman [4] has shown that for an!- givtn open covaring of B, there 
esists a subordinate H-C" partition of unity. Elson [3] has shown that in fact 
Goodman’s partition of unit!- is H-C'.:. The nth order H-derivative of an 
H-C' function takes values in the hounded symmetric n-linear functions un 
H. Of particular interest in the stud!. of ditierential operators on B are 
estimates CJII the summabilitv of the ?rth order derkatilw. For Goodman’s 
partition of unity, it is known [4] that rachj’(.v) is in B*, considering B" as a 
suhspace of H* ; and that eachj”(s) is a Hilbert-Schmidt class operator on H, 
after idtntif!-ing ,I;/‘( H, H; LQ1) with Y (H. HI. 
\i’e now hrietlb- describe the construction of Goodman’s partition of unit!-. 
Our original Gaussian measure IL on B wilt he denoted hy p1 and called the 
\i’iener measure of variance parameter I. It is generated by the Gauss 
cylinder measure of variance parameter I on H. in the manner described b! 
Gross [j]. If we change the variance parameter of the Gauss measure to an! 
positive t, the corresponding Bore1 measures generated on B are denoted 
b!- A . 
For g hounded, measurable, and real-\-alued on B. for .v in B and t > 0, 
we define 
then 
(A) /+g is infinitely H-differentiable on B [6, Proposition 91. 
(B) (pig)” (x) is a Hitbert-Schmidt operator on H [6, Proposition 91. 
(C) pig need not be continuous for all bounded measurable g [6, Pro- 
position 31. 
(D) If g is continuous, then so is pig [6]. 
(E) If g is uniformly continuous on B, then pig is H-P, and in fact 
each (ptg)cri’ is hounded and uniformly continuous. (E follows from the 
estimates of [3]; n-e will prove a stronger statement later.) 
(F) If g is uniformly continuous, then Prg converges uniformly to ,g 
as t x 0 [6, Corollary 5. I]. 
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(G) If g is uniformly Lip-l on B, then (p,g)’ (s) is in B*. In fact, pg 
has directional derivatives in all directions of B. The map (x,J~ 4 
~‘(p~g)’ (x), T;) is continuous on B x B [4]. 
Goodman uses functions of the form p 1x, whereg is bounded and uniforml! 
Lip-l on B, to construct his partitions of unity. Given any two distinct balls 
in B of finite radii and common center, it is trivial to construct a bounded 
uniformly continuous real-valued function which is one on the smaller ball 
h, and zero on the complement of the larger ball b, .In!- bounded uniforml! 
continuous function on B is the uniform limit of bounded Lip-l functions [6]. 
BJ- (F) any bounded Lip-l function y is a uniform limit of fp,gt as t ‘4 0. 
Consequently, one can find a pg which is >f on h, and <$ on the comple- 
ment of b, . Now leti be a C’- function on the real line with range in [0, I] 
which is I for 1 s 1 i.:: 9 and zero for / s 1 1 $. Then j =j : pI,y is positive, 
equal to I on b, , and vanishes outside b, , 
\\‘e especially note that f and its derivatives inherit all the smoothness 
properties ofp,g and its derivatives (e.g., properties (E) and (G)). Thus a 
major question of interest is: How smooth is pl,y if,y may be assumed bounded 
and uniformly Lip-l ? 
II’e begin by estending (B) to higher order derivatives. For this purpose 
we will assume only that g is bounded and measurable. The nth H-derivative 
pg(“‘(s) is a symmetric continuous n-linear functional on H. acting on an 
n-tuple h” = (11~ ,..., /z.,,) b! 
with [3] 
Here P)J~) is the Gaussian random variable on (B, p,) of mean zero and 
variance (h, h) previously discussed in the construction of H. qh(y) is the 
L*(p,) limit of any sequence (,,:A n , ~1)) with II,, E B* and h, converging to h 
in H-norm. P)*‘(J) = P)~ and vi(y) = 0. These definitions of F~’ and cpi 
agree with the customary definitions when h is in B*, and otherwise are a 
formal notation for writing the recursion formula for jl,n . 
Elson [3] has proved the estimate 
(4) 
uhere i’lZ,, is independent of t. She has used this estimate in the construction 
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of a distrihution theor\- for the pair (B. H). 1I.r will calculate the L’ norm of 
I _ l.li esplicitly and use this tcb estend propertv (R) to higher orders. 
Our calculations are an elaboration of two simple observations. The first is 
that the recursion formula for ./,,rz take> the same form as thz recursion 
formula for multidimensional Hermite polywnials. The second is that 
under the isometric isomorphism employed in mathematical quantum field 
theory het\\een L”(B. p,) and Fock space over H. the rrth order Hrrmitc 
“polynomials’* correspond to basic generating elemrnt~ of the s\-mmetric 
n-fold tensor product of H. 
11 I,,,, (.. h”;)IiLJ,, , (t/!t-“)’ 1 11~ l ... l /I,, l . 15) 
Prooj. \\‘e first reduce to the case t = 1. Let I,, denote I,,,, . \\‘e note the 
well-known change of \-ariable formula [6] 
for Jo L’(p,). \\‘e also note that v,,( \‘t?f) = \,‘t T,,(F). since this equalit!- is 
trivially true for all II in B’. 
It is.now a straightforward proof b!- double induction that 
and 
jr.n(t1.2y, h”) = t-“‘2Jn(y, h”) 
j:.,,(t’ ‘!, h”, = t-‘“+1)‘2J,,‘(~, h”). 
Thus, in view of Eq. (6), 
1~ 1J.q h”)llL? I,,,) = f-“Q2 II /“,(.. hn)llLqp,) . 17) 
Let us denote hy K the real Hilbert space L2(p,). Each yk is not onI!- in AI 
but is in L”(pl) for each I I. q c x,. Hence any finite product of Q?~‘s is also 
in K. Let 
K’.. n = the closed linear span in K of elements of the form vhl ... y,,, 
(tn. tr), 
ii,, = the orthogonal complement of A. ,$-, in K:,, 
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It is known [9, 141 that K = I,~I,:=~ K, (K,,, = RI). I!‘e let :y~,,, ... y+,,,: be the 
orthogonal projection of F~, ... p),,,, into K,! . \Ve have the formula [9] 
where the sum is owr all permutations r of I,..., n. \f’hen all lr, Sz ki are 
equal to a fised h, (8) reduces to 
In view of (7). (8) and (9), Proposition I will follow as soon as we prove 
PROPOSITION 2. 
j,l(‘, h”) = :q+,, ... ‘F’h,: (10) 
Proof. Each side of (IO) is n-linear. So we may assume without lose of 
generality that the /r,‘s are unit vectors in H and that for each i and j either 
hi = hi or hi 1 h, From the form of J,I , it suffices to prove that Jfl E k;, . 
\5e will demonstrate an orthonormal basis for K consistent with the direct 
sum decomposition of K. The one dimensional normalized Hermite poly- 
nomials are defined b! 
The family (p,: i = 0, 1, 2,...} forms an orthonormal basis for L*&) where p1 
is one dimensional Gauss measure. Differentiating each side of (1 I) we obtain 
the recursion formula 
Pl(.Y) = .v ,..., p,(s) = \ a [.rp,-l(.~) - p;-,(Y)]. (12) 
X Bowl cylinder function on B is one of the formf =fO(psh, ,..., P),J where 
f0 is a Bore1 function on KY. The integration of any suchfover (B, pl) reduces 
to the integration of f0 over W with Gauss measure [5]. For a multiindes 
I = (I, . . . . . I,) with each Ii a nonnegative integer, let 
PI = ii P/,(9%,). 
i=L 
(13) 
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Then it is straightforward [I?] to see that the farnil>- ;P,l forms an orthonormal 
basis of K. AIoreover if 1 I / = I, + ... + I,{ , then :,P,: 1 II = N; is a basis 
for KY, . 
If x is a R-vector, we readily see from (1 I) that 
lb Pl,(.Q = (- 1 )I” (I’! . . . I,,!)-’ 2 el.AIJ ”~r(r-lxl’:2,. (14) 
Lrsing the recursion formula (12) we see that a P, with 1 11 = n is obtained 
from a PI with 1 f 1 = II - 1 by a recursion formula analogous to (3). It 
readily follows that, under the simplifying assumption at the start of this 
proof, each Jn is equal to a term (I,! . . ..l..!)I”‘P, with 1 11 = II. Hence 
JI1EK3, and the assertion of Proposition 2 follows. 
Combining identities (7), (IO). and (8) we have the 
COROLLARY 3. 
where the sum is over all permutations rr of I ,.... n. 
\\‘e now explore the isomorphism between K and Fock space in order 
to prove 
PROPOSITION 4. For g bounded and measurable on B, ptg(“‘(s) belongs to the 
n-fold Hilbert space swzmetric tensor product of H. 
Proof. Let H,, = W and H, be the completed n-fold Hilbert space tensor 
product of H. Let S, be the symmetrization operator on H, (an orthogonal 
projection). Define H,” as S,H., with the inherited Hilbert structure. The 
real symmetric Fock space over His then the Hilbert space 
The mapping U given b! 
extends uniquely to a unitary operator from H,&” onto K,, , and thence from 
3 onto K [9]. 
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Let xrre denote summation over a finite linear combination of n-tuples 
h” of vectors of H. Then, from (2), (7), and (lo), 
(17) 
= II g IL F” 1) C Jn(., h”) jlK 
tic 
Since elements of the form Cttc S,h, @ ... @ h, are dense in H,,“, we have 
Proposition 4. 
Noting that inequality (18) may be improved by replacing 11 g (I= with 
[.rB & + Yl” MY)1 l/* we obtain from (19) the norm estimate 9 
COROLLARY 5. 
Since II,” is customarily identified with the space of symmetric Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators on H, with Hilbert-Schmidt norm 1) . JIHeS = 2l!r J) * /IHg,, 
we obtain from (20) the result of Gross [6] that 
COROLLARY 6. plg”( ) s is a Hilbett-Schmidt operator on H with 
I/ Ag”(.~)ll,-s < \ ‘2 t-’ [leg@ + y)* p,(dy)]“*. (21) 
Remarks. (i) Proposition 4 could (in retrospect) be proved by direct 
computational methods based on those employed by Gross [6]. However, 
it is the Fock space isomorphism which clearly indicates the type of sum- 
mability to expect, as well as the most efficient method of proof. 
(ii) Formulas (4) and (21) are corrections of formulas appearing in 
references [3, 6, 81 by appropriate factors of ~‘2. 
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Ruo [8] has recently shown that if g(x + -) is in U(pl) then p,g(x + h) is 
well defined for all h in H. hIoreover ptg is infinitely H-differentiable at s 
with the formulas (2) and (3) holding. Hence we have the 
COROLLARY 7. Corollaries 5 and 6 hold whenezyer g(x + .) is in L*(p,). That 
is, formulas (20) and (21) hold whenever their right sides exist. 
We have seen that it is natural to regard the derivatives plgln’(x) as having 
range in H,,“. Thus it is natural to investigate the smoothness of the map 
x -p,g”‘)(x) from B to H,lS. 1!‘e obtain a stronger result than property (E), 
namely, 
PROPOSTION 8. If g is bounded and untform~y continuous on B, then for 
each n the map x + p,g’“‘(x) from B to H,,” is bounded and uniformly continuous. 
Proof. From Eq. (17) we have 
( ; hP’(4 - PtP%)l h” 1 
= 1 (,g(.rl + ) - g(.r2 + 9, ; kd+)j 
LII Pt) 
/ 
< t-n;* ) 1 .B (gk + Y) - g(x, + y))*Pt(d$‘* I/ ; Snh, 8 ... G hn IIHna . 
Thus if II x1 - x2 11~ < S implies 1 g(xr) - g(x2)] < E, then 11 xl - .~a 11s < 6 
also implies 
11 ptg’n)(.q) - plg’“)(X2)(lu”a < t-n%. 
It also follows from (22) that 
COROLLARS 9. If g is bounded and unsformly Lip-l on B then so also is the 
map x -+ptg(“)(x) with range space taken to be H,“. 
\Ve extend property (G) in 
PROPOSITION IO. .4ssume g is bounded and uniformly Lip-l on B. The 
H-derivatiwe (p+gI”))’ (x) of pig’“‘(x) extena3 to a bounded linear map from B 
to H,,“. The map (x, y) + ((plgcnl)’ (x), y) is continuous from B x B to H,,“. 
As either an H,,“- or Y”(H)-valuedfunction, p,gfn) has directional derivatives in 
all directions of B. The directional derkative at x in the direction of y is 
<(p,gY’ (x), y>. 
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Proof. \Ve follow the methods of Goodman [4]. For h in H, we have 
Il~hg’n’Y (4, hllH,~ 
= II $5 S-‘[pdn’(x + 4 - P&Y41/lH”’ 
< litn~rip s-r ]I p,gcn)(s + sh) - Plg(nl(.x)llH, 
< constant s-l 11 sh lie 
(23) 
= constant 11 h /Ia, 
where we have used Corollary 9 for the last inequality. Equation (23) now 
implies that h + ((p,g’“‘)’ (x), h) extends uniquely to a continuous linear map 
of B to H,,s. 
It follows in a straightforward fashion from (22) that 
II<(Ptg’“l)’ bi) - (Pd”‘) (x2), mf”~ 
(24) 
< t-“‘2 I h IH IS B (id-% + 39 - &, + rv Pt(du)~“*. 
Thus, for fixed h E H, x + ((pig(R))’ (x), h) is uniformly continuous from B 
to H,,“. From (23), for fixed y E B, x -+ ((p,g(“))’ (x), v) is the uniform limit 
of uniformly continuous functions, and hence is uniformly continuous. 
Hence CT v) - <(p&))’ (. x Y is separately continuous, and thence jointly 1, ~ > 
continuous on B x B. 
It remains only to show that as an H,“-valued function, p,g’“) has direc- 
tional derivatives in all directions of B, and that the directional derivative at x 
in the direction of 4’ is precisely ((p,g’“))’ (x), r). 
Up until now, for the definition of H-differentiation, plgtn) has been treated 
as taking values in the space P(H) of continuous n-linear functionals on H. 
For h E H we have the standard identity 
p&)(x + h) = p,g’“‘(.r) + Jo1 ((ptg’“‘)’ (x + sh), h) ds (25) 
taking values in P(H). But the s-continuity of the integrand as an Hn8- 
valued function has just been established. Hence (25) holds in H,,“, and it 
readily follows that plgfn) is H-differentiable as an H,,Qalued function. Now 
we observe that each side of (25) is in fact a continuous function of h in the 
B-topology, again taking values in either Y”(H) or H,,“. Proposition 10 
immediately follows. 
In view of Goodman’s technique for constructing partitions of unity on B 
from elements of the form p(g, we combine many of the preceding results 
into 
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THEOREM 11. Assume &is a real separable Banach space and p a mean zero 
Gaussian measure supported on B. Let H be the Hilbert subspace of B formed 6) 
the directions in which TV translates to an equivalent measure. Then given an) 
open cover of B there exists a partition of unity subordinate to this cover con- 
sisting of junctions j possessing the following properties. 
(i) j is H-P; the nth H-derivativef(n’(x) tahes values in the symmetric 
n-fold tensor product of H, namely, H,,s. Furthermore, each j’“‘(x) is H-dij- 
ferentiable as an H,%,alued junction. 
(ii) Each f(“)(x) is continuous as an H,,*-valued function. 
(iii) The H-derivative of j’“)(x) extends to a bounded linear map of B 
to H,,“. 
(iv) j(n) has directional derivatives in all directions of B. 
In conclusion, let us point out why H-differentiation is adequate for the 
study of some very basic differential operators on B. If pt(x, dy) is the translate 
by x of p,(dy), then the family {pl(x, dy): t > 0, x E B} is a temporally homo- 
geneous Markov transition function on B. The associated Markov process is 
the Wiener process or Brownian motion on B. Gross [6] has shown that the 
“differential” generator of this process takes the form Lf(x) = 4 trace j”(x). 
He names the operator “trace G second H-derivative” the Laplacian A for 
(B, H). He also shows that a function u(t, X) of the form p,g(x), where g is 
bounded and uniformly Lip-l on B, satisfies the heat equation on B, namely 
ut = &l,u. In [IO, II], G ross’ work is extended to operators with variable 
coefficients. 
Now if 0,(x, dy) = p1-e-21(e-1X, dy), then the family {0,(x, dy) : t > 0, 
x E B} is also a temporally homogeneous Markov transition function on B, 
and the associated Markov process is called the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
[12]. The “differential” generator of this process takes the form dj(x) - 
(~,j’(x)). The infinitesimal generator of the semigroup on L*(p,) naturally 
associated with (O&x, dy)} may be identified with the number of particles 
operator of quantum field theory. 
We anticipate that the formal operator “trace j”(x) - (Jc,j’(x)j” will form 
the model for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on manifolds modeled on (B, H). 
We also anticipate that H-differentiation will serve as the model for exterior 
differentiation on such manifolds, and that the results of this paper will be of 
value in studying the exterior algebras and integration theories. 
The partitions of unity which we have demonstrated should provide aids 
in the study of differential operators of order greater than two on B. They also 
point out ways of modifying Elson’s [3] distribution theory on B so as to 
obtain larger classes of, distributions. 
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